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POLE POSITION
 

The 7rst eco Grand Prix race won't

be the at Nürburgring but in

Bucharest on 8./9.5.2021. We

chose to cooperate with the Super

Slalom series at ROMEXPO. One

important reason is because

Romania seems to be the country

with the best improvement

regarding Corona. All ecoGP staff

is already vaccinated, all shops are

open so we are looking forward to

a relaxed situation in May.

Nürburgring has been shifted to

6./7.11.2021 due to the

restrictions from the German

government. The ones not being

able to come to Bucharest are

welcome to follow online under

live.ecograndprix.com the 7rst eco

Grand Prix high speed Slalom

competition in Bucharest. We are

planning to add this competition to

all ecoGP races in future for the

quali7cation of the pole position.

 

THE SAFETY CAR IS ALIVE!
Many did not believe it could be repaired. "total

loss" was the oppinion. Corona caused some

delays, but the time has come, the car is driving

again and has so far been 7nanced 10% by the

community. Thank you to Goodyear to sponsor

high tech Ultragrip winter tires! 

If you want to make this success story perfect,

you can donate here or buy original parts of the

car here. 

REGISTER FOR THE AUCTION  or  DONATE!

SPECTATORS
As it is expected that there will be

restrictions on spectators site, we

will only allow access to the site to

those, who have o[cially

registered via the website and

either belong to a starting team or

are part of the organising team. It

pays to register early.

REGISTER HERE

DMSB
Four letters to success. The German Motorsport

Federation DMSB rati7ed our regulations at the

beginning of January.This means that the eco

Grand Prix series is now included in the official

racing calendar!  

5 Races 2021
Corona keeps us on a short leash,

the organizers have now agreed on

a slimmed down season 2021 with

5 instead of the originally planned

12 races. In addition to Spain, a

race was to take place in the Czech

Republic for the 7rst time. That has

now been called off because of

Corona. Since the 24h races now

all take place after the summer

holidays, the organizers are in

good spirits that it will stay with

"give me 5".

CHECK ECOGP RACE
CALENDAR

 REGISTER HERE

SEXY ROADSTER 
The famous Tesla Roadster, which was the 7rst

production electric car to circumnavigate the

world, celebrated its 10th birthday at Tesla in

Munich on March 12th, 2021. Because of Corona

not public and in a small circle. Now thinking

about it it's unbelievable what Tesla has achieved

in 10 years only! 

 
PHOTO GALLERY

ANNIVERSARY IMPRESSIONS

ECOGP SHOP
To perfect the buying experience we now offer the "Pick up" function in the
shop. This means you can pick up the fan articles or electric car cables on
site 100% emission free and without any shipping costs. Feel free to ask a

team if they can bring something for you.  

BROWSE IN THE SHOP 

+++ Event recommendations +++

coming 2023 
with a fixed way point at Europe's most convenient charging area: 
Seed and Greet in Hilden / Germany.

Add your city to be one of the way points of worlds most epic events here: 

RIVE MAROC 2021

Experience Africa the electric way

WE THANK OUR LOYAL SPONSORS

This email has been sent to @. If you do not wish to receice any further emails, you can
unsubscribe here.  

eco GP events in Germany are organised by 
eco Grand Prix e.V., Holbeinstr.15, 30177 Hanover, 

all other international races are organised by
Asociatia eco Grand Prix, Calea Victoriei 31, Ap. 18, 010061 Bucharest, Romania
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